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Abstract
Quantum graphical models (QGMs) extend the
classical framework for reasoning about uncer-
tainty by incorporating the quantum mechani-
cal view of probability. Prior work on QGMs
has focused on hidden quantum Markov models
(HQMMs), which can be formulated using quan-
tum analogues of the sum rule and Bayes rule
used in classical graphical models. Despite the fo-
cus on developing the QGM framework, there has
been little progress in learning these models from
data. The existing state-of-the-art approach ran-
domly initializes parameters and iteratively finds
unitary transformations that increase the likeli-
hood of the data (Srinivasan et al., 2018b). While
this algorithm demonstrated theoretical strengths
of HQMMs over HMMs, it is slow and can only
handle a small number of hidden states. In this
paper, we tackle the learning problem by solving
a constrained optimization problem on the Stiefel
manifold using a well-known retraction-based al-
gorithm. We demonstrate that this approach is not
only faster and yields better solutions on several
datasets, but also scales to larger models that were
prohibitively slow to train via the earlier method.
1. Introduction and Related Work
Classical probabilistic graphical models provide a principled
framework for Bayesian reasoning, and there has been much
interest in extending this framework to develop quantum
graphical models (QGMs) by incorporating the quantum
mechanical view of probability (Leifer and Poulin, 2008;
Yeang, 2010; Leifer and Spekkens, 2013; Warmuth and
Kuzmin, 2014). There has also been a focus on using hid-
den quantum Markov models (HQMMs) to model stochastic
processes (Monras et al., 2010; Clark et al., 2015), and re-
cent work (Srinivasan et al., 2018b) brought HQMMs into
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the QGM framework by showing how they can be formu-
lated using quantum analogues of the sum and Bayes rule. A
major motivation for investigating QGMs is the promise of
a more general and expressive class of probabilistic models.
Srinivasan et al. (2018b) recently showed that HMMs are a
subset of HQMMs and used several synthetic datasets to em-
pirically demonstrate the theoretical advantages of HQMMs
over HMMs. Note that these proposals are agnostic about
the development of a quantum computer; their focus is to
simply use the mathematical formalism of quantum mechan-
ics (QM) for probabilistic reasoning.
Yet despite the focus on developing the QGM framework,
there has been little progress in learning these models from
data. QGMs are typically parameterized by a set of Kraus
operators {Kˆi} satisfying the constraint
∑
i Kˆ
†
i Kˆi = I.
When stacked vertically to form a matrix κ, we have
κ†κ = I. The existing approach (Srinivasan et al., 2018b)
yields feasible parameters by starting with an initial guess κ∗
and iteratively finding unitary transformations that increase
the likelihood of the data. However, this method is ineffi-
cient, often gets trapped in poor optima, and can only handle
a small number of hidden states. Our primary contribution
in this paper is the application of an alternative approach to
the learning problem: since κ lies on the Stiefel manifold
(Stiefel, 1936; Edelman et al., 1998), we can directly learn
feasible parameters by constraining gradient updates to lie
on the manifold using a well-known retraction-based algo-
rithm (Wen and Yin, 2013). We show that this approach
is faster, finds better optima, and can handle more hidden
states compared to the previous method.
This paper is structured as follows: in section 2 we provide
an overview of the QGM framework as developed by Srini-
vasan et al. (2018b;a) and show that the model parameters
are matrices on the Stiefel manifold. In section 3, we de-
scribe the retraction-based optimization algorithm to learn
model parameters, and finally present experimental results
for learning HQMMs on several datasets in section 4.
2. Quantum Graphical Models
2.1. State Representation
In a classical probabilistic graphical model (PGM), the prob-
ability mass function of a discrete random variable X can
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be represented by a vector ~x ∈ Rn, called a belief state. The
entries must satisfy ‖~x‖1 = 1, and each entry corresponds to
the probability of the corresponding system state. The anal-
ogous representation of belief in a quantum graphical model
is the Hermitian, positive semi-definite density matrix ρˆ
which much satisfy tr(ρˆ) = 1. Here, ρˆ ∈ Cn×n and each
of its diagonal entries represents the probability of the cor-
responding system state. In quantum information theory,
the off-diagonal elements of the density matrix represent
quantum coherences and entanglement, and do not have a
straightforward interpretation. For our purposes, we can
think of the off-diagonal entries as encoding additional in-
formation about the probability distribution.
Joint Distributions and Marginalization If we repre-
sent the distributions of random variables A and B with
the density matrices ρˆA and ρˆB , the joint state can be repre-
sented using the tensor product ρˆA ⊗ ρˆB = ρˆAB . Similarly,
given a joint distribution (which may not factor as a product
of states), we can compute the marginal distribution using
the partial trace operation ρˆA = trB(ρˆAB) (see Srinivasan
et al. (2018a) and Nielsen and Chuang (2010) for details).
Figure 1. A simple graphical model of two random variables X, Y
2.2. Inference Using QGMs
Consider the simple graphical model (shown in Figure 1)
of two random variables X and Y with prior P (X) = ~x
and likelihood P (Y |X) written as a column-stochastic ma-
trix A (non-negative matrix whose columns sum to 1).
We can use the regular sum rule to compute P (Y ) =∑
x P (Y |x)P (x) = A~x, and use Bayes rule to com-
pute P (X|y) = P (y|X)P (X)P (y) =
diag(A(y,:))~x
1T diag(A(y,:))~x
. Here,
diag(A(y,:)) is a diagonal matrix constructed using the row
ofA corresponding to observation y, and the denominator
renormalizes the numerator to yield the posterior.
In general, column-stochastic matrices constitute the class
of matrices that can be used to update a belief state in a clas-
sical PGM. When updating the belief state of some evolving
random variable, we can think of the column-stochastic ma-
trix as a transition matrix encoding dynamics. By the sum
rule, we have ~xt+1 = A~xt, and such a matrix is guaranteed
to take one valid belief state to another.
Quantum Channels Naturally, the next question is: what
are the valid operations that can evolve a quantum belief
state represented as a density matrix ρˆ to another valid
density matrix? This can be achieved through completely-
positive, linear maps known as quantum channels K, which
must fulfill the following three conditions:
I. Hermiticity Preservation (HP): K(ρˆ) = K(ρˆ)†
II. Complete Positivity (CP): [K ⊗ Im](ρˆ⊗ ρˆm) ≥ 0.
III. Trace Preservation (TP): tr [K(ρˆ)] = 1
The HP and TP conditions follow from the fact that all
valid density matrices are Hermitian and have unit trace.
Since density matrices are also positive semi-definite, K
must preserve this property. However, complete positivity
(CP) is a stricter condition requiring that any joint operation
(K⊗ Im) (i.e., where K operates on the primary system and
the identity map Im is applied on some arbitrary auxillary
density matrix ρˆm of dimension m × m) also produce a
positive semi-definite matrix (Gheondea, 2010).
Parameterizing Quantum Channels So what are the
class of matrices we can use to implement a quantum chan-
nel? Quantum channels and the more general CP maps have
been studied extensively in quantum information (Nielsen
and Chuang, 2010; Gheondea, 2010; Verstraete et al., 2004),
and can be parameterized using using a set of matrices
{Kˆw} called Kraus operators (Kraus, 1971) via the fol-
lowing operator-sum representation (the † represents the
complex-conjugate transpose):
K(ρˆ) =
∑
w
KˆwρˆKˆ
†
w (1)
Any operation K that can be expressed in the form of Eq. 1
is guaranteed to be both HP and CP (Gheondea, 2010; Pillis,
1967). Since density matrices are Hermitian PSD, applying
Kraus operators as shown above will naturally preserve the
HP and CP constraints. The TP requirement on K however
must be explicitly preserved, and can be expressed as the
following constraint on Kraus operators:∑
w
Kˆ†wKˆw = I (2)
Note that if the set {Kˆw} only contains a single square
Kraus operator, the channel K reduces to the simplest valid
operation on a density matrix: unitary evolution where
K(ρˆ) = Uˆ ρˆUˆ† with Uˆ†Uˆ = I. Kraus operators are a conve-
nient representation of quantum channels as the constraints
I-III can easily be satisfied by construction.
Now, observe that if we vertically stack all the
Kraus operators in our set to form the matrix κ =[
Kˆ1 Kˆ2 . . . KˆN
]T
, it will satisfy κ†κ = I (Oza et al.,
2009). If each Kraus operator is of dimension n, then we
have κ ∈ CnN×n and the set of such ‘tall and skinny’ ma-
trices with n orthonormal columns in CnN constitute the
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Stiefel manifold. Conversely, if we start with a nN × n
matrix κ on the Stiefel manifold of CnN , we can partition
it into N blocks of n× n matrices and these blocks would
constitute a set of valid Kraus operators. This is precisely
the result that will allow us to directly optimize a κ matrix
on the Stiefel manifold (Absil et al., 2007; Edelman et al.,
1998) and recover the Kraus operators from it.
Having described the valid operations on a quantum belief
state ρˆ, we consider the QGM analogue of the graphical
model shown in Figure 1 and present the basic operations:
the quantum sum rule and Bayes rule.
Sum Rule Given a prior encoded in a density matrix ρˆX
and a set of Kraus operators {Kˆw} that encode how X prob-
abilistically affects Y , the quantum sum rule is as follows:
ρˆY =
∑
w
KˆwρˆXKˆ
†
w (3)
In classical PGMs that model some kind of dynamics, the
sum rule is the operation used to model ‘transitions’ or
evolution of the belief state; in the quantum case, these
dynamics are encoded in the Kraus operators.
Bayes Rule The quantum analogue of Bayes rule for con-
ditioning on observation y is given as follows:
ρˆX|y =
KˆyρˆXKˆ
†
y
tr
(∑
y KˆyρˆXKˆ
†
y
) (4)
The numerator produces a matrix whose diagonal entries
encode the joint probability of the observation y and the
corresponding system state, and the denominator simply
takes the trace of the numerator to ‘sum out’ the probabilities
of the system states. Just like the classical Bayes rule, this
denominator term tr
(∑
y KˆyρˆXKˆ
†
y
)
gives the probability
of the observation y and renormalizes the density matrix.
2.3. Hidden Quantum Markov Models
Since we will be working with HQMMs as our particular
choice of QGMs, we first give a brief overview of hidden
Markov models (HMMs). An HMM can be composed
by the repeated application of the sum rule for transition
dynamics and Bayes rule for conditioning on observation,
using column-stochastic matricesA and C respectively:
~x′t = A~xt−1
~xt =
diag(C(y,:))~x′t
1T diag(C(y,:))~x′t
(5)
However, this operation can be condensed into a single up-
date (parameterized by a 3-mode tensor as shown in Figure
Figure 2. A Hidden Markov Model
3) for a given observation y using the observable operator
model (OOM) representation (Jaeger, 2000):
~xt =
diag(C(y,:))A~xt−1
1T diag(C(y,:))A~xt−1
=
Ty~xt−1
1TTy~xt−1
. (6)
Analogously, an HQMM can be composed by the repeated
application of the quantum sum rule and quantum Bayes
rule encoded using the sets of Kraus operators {Kˆw} and
{Kˆy} respectively:
ρˆ′t =
∑
w
Kˆwρˆt−1Kˆ†w
ρˆt =
Kˆyρˆ
′
tKˆ
†
y
tr
(∑
y KˆyρˆXKˆ
†
y
) (7)
As in the classical case, we can condense the previous up-
dates into a single update for a given observation y by setting
Kˆy,w = KˆyKˆw:
ρˆt =
∑
w Kˆy,wρˆt−1Kˆ
†
y,w
tr
(∑
w Kˆy,wρˆt−1Kˆ
†
y,w
) (8)
As mentioned earlier, the numerator term produces an unnor-
malized density matrix whose trace gives the probability of
the observation y, a fact we will use to construct a likelihood
loss for a sequence of observations. The HQMM is charac-
terized by the dimension of the latent state (i.e., the density
matrix) n, the number of outputs s, and the number of terms
in the sum in the numerator of Equation 8, w (corresponds
to the dimension of an ‘environment’ variable). Thus, there
are sw Kraus operators of dimension n× n, giving a total
of n2sw parameters that form the quantum channel K. As
shown in Figure 3, a quantum channel can also be viewed
as a tensor similar to OOMs. However, quantum channels
encode the dynamics associated with every observable in a
separate n× n× w tensor, as opposed to a single matrix in
OOMs. This structure provides HQMMs with an additional
hyperparameter w not available in HMMs and OOMs.
The HQMM update rule in Equation 8 is a generalization
of the HMM update rule in Equation 6; Srinivasan et al.
(2018b) showed how the matrices {Ty} that parameterize
HMMs can be encoded in Kraus operators {Kˆy,w} so that
both classical and quantum belief states are updated identi-
cally. Thus, HQMMs are a more expressive class of models
that contain HMMs as a subset.
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Figure 3. Parameterizations of HMMs, OOMs, and HQMMs.
HMMs have a transition and emission matrix, OOMs consist of
a tensor T with each of its s fibers corresponding to a unique
output. HQMMs have a similar tensor structure, but consist of s
sub-tensors with w fibers for each unique observation.
3. The Learning Problem
3.1. The Loss Function
Since QGMs are probabilistic models, the negative log-
likelihood of the data is a natural loss function to use.
Just as in PGMs, this will involve computing a joint dis-
tribution using the structure of the graphical model and
marginalizing over the latent variables to obtain the like-
lihood of the observed variables. Here, there is an impor-
tant distinction between PGMs and QGMs. In a PGM,
when we compute the joint distribution of a single latent
variable and some observed variables, we might use an
update like the numerator of the second update in Equa-
tion 5: let ~z = diag(C(yn,:)) · · · diag(C(y1,:))~x so ~z con-
tains the joint probability P (X, y1, . . . , yn). Since the ob-
servations are encoded in diagonal matrices diag(C(yi,:))
that commute, the order in which the joint distribution
is constructed does not matter. In a QGM, construct-
ing such a joint involves multiplying Kraus operators as
ρˆz = Kˆyn · · · Kˆy1 ρˆXKˆ†y1 · · · Kˆ†yn . In the special case
where we obtain these Kraus operators by converting a
column-stochastic matrix according to the scheme proposed
by Srinivasan et al. (2018b), the Kraus operators are diago-
nal and commute, and we get the same result as the classical
case. However, they need not commute in general, so the
order in which we construct the joint distribution matters!
This is only relevant for QGMs where we need to construct
the joint distribution of a latent variable connected to multi-
ple observed variables. For instance, if we considered the
QGM version of a Naive Bayes model, in general, the order
in which the features are used to compose the joint will
matter, breaking the central assumption about independence
of features. A full treatment of the consequences of the
non-commutativity of Kraus operators in a quantum Naive
Bayes model (and QGMs in general) is beyond the scope of
this paper, although it is worthy of further study.
Our experiments focus on HQMMs, and the latent variable
in an HQMM at any given time-step is only tied to one ob-
served variable at that time-step so we can simply construct
the joint distribution of the sequence of observations in the
order that they are observed. This yields the following loss
function for an HQMM, parameterized by the set of Kraus
operators {Kˆy,w} (Srinivasan et al., 2018b):
L = − ln tr
(∑
w
Kˆyn,w . . .
(∑
w
Kˆy1,wρˆ0Kˆ
†
y1,w
)
. . . Kˆ†yn,w
)
(9)
Note that using a negative log-likelihood loss to learn model
parameters requires that the parameters be properly con-
strained to produce valid QGMs so that increasing the log-
likelihood of some observations requires moving probability
mass away from other possible observations; otherwise we
could simply arbitrarily scale the parameters to maximize
the log-likelihood. Having parameterized the loss in terms
of Kraus operators, we now proceed to the task of minimiz-
ing the loss while ensuring that the learned Kraus operators
satisfy the TP constraint
∑
y,w Kˆ
†
y,wKˆy,w = I.
3.2. The Optimization Algorithm
As discussed in Section 2.2, the problem of learning a set of
N trace-preserving n× n Kraus operators can equivalently
be framed as one of learning a matrix κ ∈ CnN×n with
orthonormal columns on the Stiefel manifold, where κ can
be partitioned row-wise into the N Kraus operators that
parameterize the QGM. Both the previous approach and the
approach in this paper begin with an initial guess κ0 with
a pre-determined partitioning into the Kraus operators we
wish to learn, and iteratively make changes to the guess to
maximize the log-likelihood (which is a function of those
partitioned blocks of Kraus operators).
The Previous Approach Since κ is a matrix with or-
thonormal columns, any initial guess κ0 is a unitary trans-
formation away from the true κ∗ that maximizes the log-
likelihood. The existing method (Srinivasan et al., 2018b)
tries to find this unitary transformation, but it does not do
so directly. It uses the fact that any unitary matrix can be
decomposed into a series of Givens rotations to instead
iteratively find such rotations that locally increase the log-
likelihood. Such a complex Givens rotation only has 4
parameters, so a local rotation is easy enough to find; how-
ever, a Givens rotation only changes two rows of κ at a time,
making this approach too slow for learning large κ matrices.
A Retraction-Based Optimization Algorithm Instead
of the previous indirect approach to learning model parame-
ters, we propose directly learning the parameters in matrix
κ using a gradient-based algorithm. Note that since L is
a real-valued function of complex Kraus operators, the di-
rection of steepest descent corresponds to the gradient with
respect to the complex conjugate of the Kraus operators
(A.Hjørungnes and D.Gesbert, 2007). However, κ must
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satisfy κ†κ = I, so we cannot simply take the gradient of
the loss L with respect to the parameters and step along
it – this can easily move us off the Stiefel manifold. The
class of retraction-based algorithms provides a means of
moving along the gradient direction G, while staying on the
manifold of feasible parameters.
Figure 4. An Illustration of Retraction-based Optimization on
the Stiefel Manifold: Starting from initial parameters κ0, we
compute a retraction γ(τ) of the negative gradient of the loss
function −G onto the Stiefel manifold. Following the trajectory
γ(τ) guarantees staying on the manifold.
Given a gradient G of the loss function L with respect
to parameters κ, we would ideally like to move along a
trajectory γ(τ) for some step size τ , such that moving along
this curve corresponds to stepping along the direction of
the gradient while staying on the manifold. We can achieve
this through retractions, which smoothly map a point on
the tangent bundle of the manifold onto the manifold itself,
while preserving the direction of the gradient at that point
(Absil et al., 2007), as illustrated in Figure 4. The gradient
G of L corresponds to a vector on the tangent bundle of
this manifold, so intuitively we can imagine a retraction as
wrapping the direction ofG onto the surface of the manifold,
providing a feasible path for curvilinear descent.
While there are a number of algorithms for constrained opti-
mization on the Stiefel manifold, we use the state-of-the-art
algorithm proposed by Wen and Yin (2013) for its ease of im-
plementation. They present the following Crank-Nicolson-
like update γ(τ) on the Stiefel manifold with respect to an
initial feasible solution κ0:
γ(τ) =
(
I+
τ
2
A
)−1 (
I− τ
2
A
)
κ0, (10)
where A is a skew-symmetric matrix defined as:
A = Gκ†0 − κ0G† (11)
If the path γ(τ) is the direction of steepest descent to feasi-
bly optimize Equation 9, it must fulfill two criteria. First,
when we take no steps along the path (i.e., when τ = 0),
we should stay at the initial point κ0 on the manifold, and
the curve γ(τ) should point in the direction of the gradient
with respect to L. This can be easily verified as γ(0) = κ0
and γ′(0) = −G (Wen and Yin, 2013). Second, moving
along γ(τ) should not move us off the manifold regardless
of the step-size τ . Since the path γ(τ) in Equation 10 is the
Cayley transform of the skew-symmetric matrix A applied
to κ0, we know γ(τ)†γ(τ) = κ
†
0κ0 = I. This ensures that
as long as we begin with a point on the Stiefel manifold, the
update in Equation 10 will keep the point on the manifold
for any τ and G.
In practice, the matrix κ ∈ CnN×n is ‘tall and skinny’ and
we would like to avoid computing the inverse
(
I+ τ2A
)−1
where A ∈ CnN×nN . Hence, we use the following equiva-
lent but computationally more efficient expression for γ(τ)
recommended by Wen and Yin (2013):
γ(τ) = κ− τU
(
I+
τ
2
V †U
)−1
V †κ, (12)
where U = [G | κ0] and V = [κ0 | −G]. This only requires
inverting a 2n× 2n matrix.
This method can be combined with a gradient descent
scheme (summarized in Algorithm 1) to learn feasible pa-
rameters for any QGM parameterized by N Kraus operators
with κ ∈ CnN×n.
Algorithm 1 Learning QGMs using Constrained Optimiza-
tion on the Stiefel Manifold
Input: Training data Y ∈ NM×`, where M is the # of
data points and ` is the # of observed variables in the QGM
Hyperparameters: τ (learning rate), α: (learning rate de-
cay), B (number of batches), E (number of epochs)
Output: Kraus operators {Kˆi}Ni=1
1: Initialize: Complex orthonormal matrix on Stiefel man-
ifold κ ∈ CnN×n and partition into Kraus operators
{Kˆi}Ni=1, with Kˆi ∈ Cn×n
2: for epoch = 1: E do
3: Partition training data Y into B batches {Yb}
4: for b = 1:B do
5: Compute gradient Gi ← ∂L∂Kˆ∗i for batch Yb and
loss function L for the QGM
6: Compute ∂L∂κ = G←
[
G1 · · · GN
]T
7: Construct U ← [ G | κ ], V ← [ κ | −G ]
8: Update κ← κ− τU (I+ τ2V †U)−1 V †κ
9: end for
10: Update learning rate τ = ατ
11: Re-partition κ into {Kˆi}
12: end for
13: return {Kˆi}
4. Experimental Results
To show the superior performance of the retraction-based al-
gorithm for constrained optimization on the Stiefel manifold
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(COSM) over the previous Givens Search (GS) method, we
evaluate their accuracy and run-time on three datasets. We
use HQMMs as our choice of QGMs for ease of comparison
with the previous method. We first compare the two learning
algorithms on two synthetic datasets used by Srinivasan et al.
(2018b) (code obtained from Github) – the first generated by
an HQMM and the second by an HMM. We also show the
scalability of the COSM approach on a real-world dataset,
on which the GS approach is prohibitively slow to train.
Training For all our HQMMs, we use the log-likelihood
loss function from Equation 9. We initialize the latent state
ρˆ0 as a random Hermitian positive semi-definite matrix. To
compute the gradient of the loss function with respect to
the complex conjugate of the Kraus operators, we use the
Autograd package1 since it can handle derivatives with re-
spect to complex-valued parameters. The gradients of the
Kraus operators are then vertically stacked to construct the
gradient G˜ of the matrix κ. Before using the gradient to
construct the update to κ (as in Line 7 of Algorithm 1), we
renormalize it by its 2−norm as G = G˜/‖G˜‖2, and use
momentum (Rumelhart et al., 1988; Qian, 1999) to update
G = (β) ·Gold + (1− β)G with β = 0.9. We renormalize
the gradient with momentum by its 2-norm again, so the
magnitude of the update is entirely controlled by step-size.
We refer to HQMMs using the tuple (n, s, w)−HQMM,
where n is the number of hidden states, s is the number of
possible observations, and w is the dimension of an ‘envi-
ronment’ variable. Consequently, for an (n, s, w)−HQMM
we have N = sw and κ ∈ Cnsw×n. We also provide
the performance of HMMs trained using the Baum-Welch
Expectation-Maximization (EM) algorithm for reference.
All experiments were performed a desktop computer with 8
Intel Core i7-7700K 4.20 GHz CPUs, and 31.3 GB RAM.
All models are trained in MATLAB, but the gradient com-
putation happens in Python.
Metrics On the synthetic HQMM and HMM datasets, we
use a scaled log-likelihood (M. Zhao, 2007; Srinivasan et al.,
2018b) independent of sequence length called description
accuracy: DA = f
(
1 + logs P (Y |D)`
)
, where f(·) squishes
the log-likelihood from (−∞, 1] to (−1, 1). WhenDA = 1,
the model predicted the sequence with perfect accuracy, and
when DA > 0, the model performed better than random.
The error bars represent one standard deviation of the DA
scores across many test samples. On the real-world dataset,
we report the average accuracy for a classification problem.
4.1. Synthetic HQMM Data
For our first experiment, we generated data using a synthetic
HQMM with 2 hidden states and 6 possible outputs. This
1https://github.com/HIPS/autograd
model is fundamentally quantum mechanical; the data gen-
eration process is inspired by the well known Stern-Gerlach
experiment (Gerlach and Stern, 1922) in quantum mechan-
ics, and it requires at least 4 hidden states as a lower bound to
model this process. Srinivasan et al. (2018b) demonstrated
that HQMMs learned from such synthetic data showed in
practice the same benefits that held in theory. Our goal is
to verify that the COSM method performs at least as well
as the GS method on a dataset well-suited to the HQMM
model class.
We used the same synthetic dataset used by Srinivasan et al.
(2018b), with 20 training and 10 validation sequences of
length 3000. We further split up each sequence into 300
sequences and use a burn-in of 100, instead of training on
3000-length sequences with a burn-in of 1000. Splitting
up the data in this fashion did not change the amount of
training data used, and reduced training time without im-
pacting accuracy. We trained HQMMs using the COSM
approach for 60 epochs, and saved the model that yielded
the highest DA score on the validation set; we used this
model to evaluate on the test set of 10 sequences of length
3000 (with burn-in 1000). For our hyperparameters, we set
learning rate τ = 0.75 and decay rate α = 0.92. The results
for this model are shown in Figure 5.
Figure 5. Test Set Performance on the Synthetic HQMM Data:
The dashed line represents the test set performance of the true
model that generated the data. The GS and COSM algorithms
were used to learn (2, 6, 1)-HQMMs, while EM was used to learn
HMM models with varying number of hidden states (n). A 6−state
HMM model was needed to match a 2−state HQMM.
We see that the COSM method achieves slightly better DA
compared to the GS method. We confirm that as seen in
Srinivasan et al. (2018b), we need a 6−state HMM to model
this 2−state HQMM.
4.2. Synthetic HMM Data
For our second experiment, we generated data using the
same synthetic HMM as Srinivasan et al. (2018b), with 6
hidden states and 6 possible outputs. We show two things
with the experiments on this dataset: 1) the COSM method
is still able to find better optima than the GS method on
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a dataset not generated by a quantum model, and 2) the
COSM method is much faster than the previous GS method
– so much so that we are able to train larger HQMMs that
previously took too long to train. Finally, we investigate the
effects on increasing model size by adding latent states (n)
versus increasing the dimension of the ancilla variable (w).
We used the same 20 training and 10 validation sequences
of length 3000 used by Srinivasan et al. (2018b), splitting
up each sequence into 300 sequences and use a burn-in of
100. We trained HQMMs using the COSM approach for 60
epochs, and evaluated the model with the highest validation
DA score on the test set. For our hyperparameters, we set
learning rate τ = 0.75 and decay rate α = 0.92. The results
for this model are shown in Figure 6 and Figure 7.
Figure 6. Test Set Performances on the Synthetic HMM Data
for Models with w = 1: The dashed line represents the test set DA
of the true model (a (6, 6)−HMM) that generated the data. Test
set DAs shown for HQMMs with w = 1 learned using GS and
COSM algorithms and HMMs learned with EM. The number of
hidden states (n) is varied. The HQMMs learned using COSM
consistently outperformed those learned using GS.
Figure 7. Test Set Performances on the Synthetic HMM Data
for Models with n = 5: The dashed line represents the test set
performance of the true model (a (6, 6)−HMM) that generated
the data. Test set DAs shown for HQMMs with n = 5 learned
using GS and COSM algorithms and HMMs learned with EM. The
dimension of the environment variable (w) is varied (does not exist
for HMMs). Again, COSM outperforms GS, and increasing w
yields performance comparable to the true model and better than
the learned HMM with the same number of hidden states.
COSM finds better optima than GS In Figure 6,
HQMMs (with w = 1) learned using COSM achieve bet-
ter optima than HQMMs learned using GS for all n. We
also confirm that as noted in Srinivasan et al. (2018b),
small HQMMs (n < 4) can model this data better than
small HMMs, while for n > 4, we see the opposite. Also
note that the number of parameters for an HQMM scales
faster than for an HMM. In Figure 7, we take advantage
of the additional hyperparameter w available to HQMMs
and present results for (5, 6, w)−HQMMs (varying w). We
see that a (5, 6, 2)−HQMM is sufficient to outperform a
(5, 6)−HMM. Furthermore, as we increase w, HQMMs
approach the DA for the true HMM model (dashed line).
COSM is much faster than GS In Figure 8, we plot the
test set DA versus CPU training time for the smallest and
largest models trained. To ensure a fair comparison, we train
both approaches on sequences of length 300 and a batch
size of 30. Note that we pre-tune hyperparameters on the
validation set, and the graphs show the changing test DA
as the models are trained with these hyperparameters (test
DAs were not used to tune hyperparameters).
Figure 8. COSM Learns More Accurate Models Faster than
GS: Test DA versus training time for various (n, s, w)-HQMMs
trained on the synthetic HMM data. COSM converges to a better
optimum much faster than GS for all models; the dashed line
represents the test set DA of the true model that generated the data.
For all models, we see that COSM converges much faster
than GS, and the difference in both speed and accuracy is
especially pronounced for the larger models; COSM con-
verges within a few hundred seconds, while GS yields very
poor solutions even after 2000 seconds. The substantial
improvements in speed offered by COSM allow us to eas-
ily train larger models that were were too time-consuming
to train using GS. Srinivasan et al. (2018b) proved that a
(6, 6, 6)-HQMM should be sufficient to fully model a (6, 6)-
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HMM, but the GS method was too slow to train this model.
With COSM, we are able to show that this theoretical guar-
antee holds in practice. In fact, we find that in practice a
(5, 6, 5)−HQMM is sufficient to model our (6, 6)−HMM!
Investigating increasing n vs w Finally, we wanted to
empirically investigate the properties of scaling the model-
size of an HQMM; for a fixed number of outputs, there
are two ways to increase the number of parameters: we
can either increase the dimension of the latent state n, or
increase the dimension of the ‘environment’ variable w. We
present the results for various n,w in Figure 9 (grouped by
n, although we can compare bars of the same colour across
groups to identify change in DA as we change n).
Figure 9. Increasing w Instead of n Yields Comparable Perfor-
mance with Fewer Parameters. Test set DAs (above) and the
number of model parameters (below) for various HQMMs trained
on the synthetic (6, 6)-HMM data using the COSM algorithm. In
general, past a certain value of n, we get a larger marginal increase
in DA by increasing w as opposed to increasing n. The number of
model parameters grow linearly with w and quadratically with n.
We see that there is a large gain in performance in going
from w = 1 to w = 2, but the benefits of increasing w
past that are less clear. We also see that for fixed w > 1,
the value of n does not matter much. Note that we count
every complex-valued parameter as a single parameter. The
number of parameters of an HQMM scales quadratically
with n and linearly with w, and the necessary matrix inverse
during training only depends on n, we should also expect
computational benefits for scaling with w over n. Further
theoretical investigation will be needed to understand the
tradeoffs of increasing n versus w.
4.3. Splice Dataset
For our final experiment, we use the real-world splice
dataset2 consisting of DNA sequences of length 60, each
element of which represents a nucleobase (Dheeru and
Karra Taniskidou, 2017). These DNA nucleobases fall into
one of four categories: Adenine (A), Cytosine (C), Gua-
nine (G), and Thyamine (T). A DNA sequence typically
consists of information encoded in sub-sequences (exons),
that are separated from one another through superfluous sub-
sequences (introns). The task associated with this dataset is
to classify sequences as having an exon-intron (EI) splice,
an intron-exon (IE) splice, or neither (N), with 762, 765,
and 1648 labeled examples for each label respectively. In
addition to A, C, T and G, the raw dataset also contains
some ambiguous characters, which we filter out prior to
training. Our goal in this experiment is to demonstrate that
we can now train HQMMs on a real-world dataset using
COSM; this would have been too slow to train using GS.
We train a separate model for each of the three labels,
and during test-time, choose the label corresponding to
the model that assigned the highest likelihood to the given
sequence. We train HQMMs using the COSM method and
HMMs with the EM algorithm for reference. In Figure 10,
we report the average classification accuracies across all
labels obtained with 5-fold cross validation. For reference,
a random classifier achieves around 33.3% accuracy.
Figure 10. Average 5-fold Test Set Performance on the Splice
Dataset Test set accuracies (above) and number of parameters
(below) for various HQMM and HMM models trained using the
COSM and EM algorithms respectively. Increasing w generally
yields greater accuracy than HMM models with the same n, albeit
with many more parameters.
2https://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/datasets/Molecular+Biology+(Splice-
junction+Gene+Sequences)
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Note that 5-fold cross-validation would have been pro-
hibitively time consuming for the GS algorithm, even for
models with a modest number of parameters. However, we
are able to learn these HQMMs with COSM! We also see
that, (as before) there is a sizable marginal gain in DA when
going from w = 1 to w = 2, with the benefits of increasing
w further being less clear. However unlike the previous
experiment, we still see persistent gains by increasing n.
Interpreting this in conjunction with the results in the pre-
vious section suggests that we have to tune both n and w
depending on the dataset.
We also find that for a given number of hidden states, COSM
is able to learn an HQMM that outperforms the correspond-
ing HMM, although this comes at the cost of a rapid scal-
ing in the number of parameters. Again, we count every
complex-valued parameter as a single parameter.
5. Conclusion
We discussed QGMs, a retraction-based learning algorithm
that directly constrains gradient updates to the Stiefel man-
ifold to learn feasible QGMs, and presented experimental
results on two synthetic datasets and one real-world dataset.
In the process, we showed that the proposed algorithm out-
performs the prior approach in terms of both speed and
accuracy, and so were able to train HQMMs that were pre-
viously too large to train. This also suggests that directly
optimizing the parameters is a better strategy than finding
small, local unitary rotations of the matrix on the Stiefel
manifold. We also found that HQMMs can perform well
not only on data generated by quantum models, but on other
data as well. One downside is the rapid scaling of parame-
ters in HQMMs, and it would be interesting to investigate
approximations that may produce similar performance with
far fewer parameters. Other future work could also investi-
gate the learning problem for more complicated QGMs and
provide a more rigorous theoretical basis for understanding
how model capacity and expressivity change when we scale
HQMMs by n versus w. The availability of a fast and scal-
able learning algorithm for QGMs should open the door for
more sustained research in this area.
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